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Motivation
Ontologies provide the foundation for building the Semantic Web
Distributed nature of ontology development has led to a
proliferation of multiple ontologies covering the same or
overlapping domain
Hence, to enable shared conceptualization, rises the need for
effective and efficient ontology mapping techniques/efforts
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus
Over 150 source biomedical vocabularies (ontologies)
Over 2M concepts
Over 10M relations
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Ontology Mapping
Ontology Mapping Problem
Given two ontologies, O1 and O2, find all correct correspondences (a
mapping) between entities in O1 and O2.
Correspondences are a tuple ⟨e, e ′, r⟩
e and e ′ are matchable entities from O1 and O2, respectively
r is the semantic relation
Three main dimensions of ontology mapping
Discovery : Manually or (semi-) automatically defining semantic
relations between ontologies
Representation : A language for representation of inter-ontology
correspondences
Execution : Translation of instances in the source ontology to
that of the target ontology
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Ontology Mapping
Mappings are not always completely correct
Leads to incorrect utilization of mapping, e.g., in query
answering
Detecting (and possibly fixing) defective elements in mappings
is an important issue
Our focus :
Identifying Incorrect Ontological
Mappings
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Example : Incorrect Mappings
Original ontologies :
New mappings :
Incorrect mappings :
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Challenges and Methods
How to identify incorrect mappings automatically ?
Leverage Distributed Description Logics and semantic reasoning
to analyze the impact of the inter-ontology correspondences
Hypothesis : a mapping, if correct, does not cause any
inconsistency (unsatisfiability) in mapped ontologies
How to identify defective mapping elements automatically ?
Leverage Reiter diagnosis to define a mapping debugging
procedure
[Meilicke et al. AAAI’07]
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Distributed Description Logics (DDL)
Enables multiple ontologies to
be pair-wised linked by
directional semantic mappings
Mappings correspond to
bridge rules and individual
correspondences between
“concepts” and “roles”
i :X ⊑−→ j :Y (into-rule)
i :X ⊒−→ j :Y (onto-rule)
Local ontologies correspond
to DL knowledge bases
[Borgida & Serafini J. of Data Semantics ’03]
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Distributed Description Logics (DDL)
Principle property of DDL is the ability to propagate knowledge
across ontologies
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Distributed Description Logics (DDL)
Principle property of DDL is the ability to propagate knowledge
across ontologies
DL tableaux reasoning + propagation rule = DDL tableaux
reasoning
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Formalization of Mappings in DDL
Each correspondence ⟨e, e ′, r⟩ between a pair of ontologies Oi
and Oj is translated into a bridge rule via a translation function
풯 as follows :
풯 (⟨e, e ′,⊑⟩) ≡ i : e ⊑−→ j : e ′ ∧ j : e ′ ⊒−→ i : e
풯 (⟨e, e ′,⊒⟩) ≡ i : e ⊒−→ j : e ′ ∧ j : e ′ ⊑−→ i : e
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Effect of Mappings in DDL
Due to knowledge propagation, undesired changes may be
asserted in the mapped ontologies
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Effect of Mappings in DDL
Due to knowledge propagation, undesired changes may be
asserted in the mapped ontologies
A mapping is consistent if all locally satisfiable concepts in the
mapped ontologies are satisfiable in a distributed setting ;
otherwise the mapping is inconsistent
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Inconsistent Mapping Debugging
Reiter diagnosis : A Reiter diagnosis of an observed system (SD,
COMP, OBS) is a minimal set Δ of COMP such that Φ(Δ) is a
diagnosis explaining the symptoms, where
SD is a system description
COMP is a set of components
OBS is a set of observations (or symptoms)
Diagnosis algorithm :
Identify minimal conflict sets per symptom
Fix/remove the conflicting elements
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Inconsistent Mapping Debugging
Reiter diagnosis for Mapping Debugging :
SD : DDL
COMP : mappings
OBS : DDL unsatisfiabilities
Debugging algorithm :
Identify unsatisfiabilities
Compute minimal conflicting sets of bridge rules responsible for
causing unsatisfiabilities
Eliminate unsatisfiability by removing a single bridge rule from
conflicting sets
[Meilicke et al. AAAI’07]
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Example : Mapping Debugging
1. Mapping
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Example : Mapping Debugging
1. Mapping
2. Reasoning
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Example : Mapping Debugging
1. Mapping
2. Reasoning
3. Identify conflict sets
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Example : Mapping Debugging
1. Mapping
2. Reasoning
3. Identify conflict sets
4. Repair incorrect mapping(s)
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Experimental Setup
Data and Material : NCBO BioPortal Mapping Repository (from
March, 2009)
Approx. 30,000 mappings specified between various biomedical
ontologies (primarily OBO and OWL)
BioPortal uses a notion of similarity, rather than a “true”
logical equivalence (e.g., owl :equivalentClass)
Transformed similar mappings into equivalence (≡), into (⊑),
and onto (⊒) bridge rules
Prototype implementation
Based on DRAGO distributed reasoning system [Serafini &
Tamilin ESWC’05]
Download URL :
http://code.google.com/p/bioontologies-mapping-debugger
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Results
Source Ontology Target Ontology # Mappings # D-Satisfiable
Cereal Plant Trait (OBO) Plant Environmental Conditions (OBO) 3 506 (n=506)
Phenotypic Quality (OBO) NCI-Thesaurus (OWL) 4 66726 (n=66726)
Nano Particle Ontology (OWL) ChEBI (OBO) 4 21377 (n=21377)
Cell Type (OBO) Fungal Gross Anatomy (OBO) 10 71 (n=71)
Molecule Role (OBO) ChEBI (OBO) 21 21377 (n=21377)
Zebrafish (OBO) Mouse Adult Gross Anatomy (OBO) 145 2877 (n=2877)
Galen (OWL) NCI-Thesaurus (OWL) 271 N/A
Mouse Adult Gross Anatomy (OBO) NCI-Thesaurus (OWL) 2870 66726 (n=66726)
Human Disease (OBO) NCI-Thesaurus (OWL) 6883 66726 (n=66726)
Only mapped ontologies with 2 or more mappings were selected
OBO-in-OWL Prote´ge´ plugin was used to transform OBO
ontologies to OWL
Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) and International
Classification of Diseases (ICD-9) were not considered :
Version 2.1 of DRAGO does not support nominals (e.g.,
owl :oneOf, owl :hasValue) constructs present in FMA
ClaML (Classification Markup Language used to represent
ICD-9) to OWL conversion is not available
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Observations
OBO
No inconsistencies were found between any mapped OBO–OBO
ontologies
None had disjoint class axioms–no conflicts !
OBO and OWL
No inconsistencies were found between any mapped OBO–OWL
and OWL–OWL ontologies
Nano Particle Ontology (OWL) and NCI-Thesaurus (OWL) had
12,265 and 171 disjoint class axioms, resp.
For many mappings, classes from disjoint class axioms were not
involved
For the ones involving disjoint classes, the mappings were
correct. E.g., npo :Gold
≡−→ chebi :CHEBI 29287 and
npo :Carbon
≡−→ chebi :CHEBI 27594, such that npo :Gold is
disjointWith npo :Carbon, and the classes CHEBI 29287 and
CHEBI 27594 had no association
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Observations
Evaluation of GALEN (OWL) and NCI-T (OWL) was not
feasible due to Java heap space problems (4GB)
DDL subsumption reasoning has been shown to be NEXPTIME
[Borgida & Serafini J. of Data Semantics ’03]
Leverage heuristics for approximate reasoning
Due to absence of “explicit” disjoint class axioms, logically
consistent mappings may still represent incorrect knowledge
Leverage DDL subsumption propagation to create a distributed
hierarchy and evaluate for correctness and accuracy
Approach needs to be generalized beyond into (⊑), onto (⊒),
and equivalence (≡) relations
Investigate Package-based DL [Bao et al. ISWC’06]
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Conclusion
Approach for identifying erroneous mappings between biomedical
ontologies
Preliminary results based on publicly available NCBO BioPortal
mapping repository
Proposed directions for further work show the promise and
benefits of applying such a technique to large scale,
community-wide ontology development and alignment efforts
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